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Symmetric vortices are finite energy solutions , A to the GinzburgLandau
equations of superconductivity with the form = f (r) eid%, A=S(r)r2(&y, x). The
existence, regularity, and asymptotic form of the solutions f (r), S(r) for any
d # Z"[0] have been established by Plohr and by Burger and Chen. In this paper
we prove the uniqueness of these solutions when the GinzburgLandau parameter
} satisfies }22d 2, for any fixed d # Z"[0]. To do this, we show that any such
solution is a non-degenerate relative minimizer of the free energy functional
constrained to a convex set, then use a version of the Mountain Pass Theorem to
derive a contradiction, should there be more than one solution.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1950, Ginzburg and Landau proposed a macroscopic theory of super-
conductivity based on a variational functional (the free energy) associated
with a complex-valued order parameter  and the magnetic vector poten-
tial A. |(x)| 2 measures the density of superconducting electrons at the
point x in the sample. In non-dimensional form, the GinzburgLandau free
energy can be written as:
F=
1
2 | _ |(i {+A) | 2+|{_A| 2+
}2
2
(1&|| 2)2& dx.
In these coordinates, ||=1 represents a purely superconducting state and
=0 a purely ‘‘normal’’ state.
There are two relevant length scales in this model, and the material
constant } gives their ratio. In 1957, Abrikosov predicted that for } large
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(}1- 2) magnetic field lines would penetrate a superconductor in
narrow tubes to form vortices. In this paper, we consider the case of a
single isolated vortex in a large superconducting bulk. Following the
standard physics literature (see, e.g., Tinkham [13, p. 148151]) we
consider symmetric functions,
= f (r) eid%, A=S(r) \& yr2 ,
x
r2+ , (1.1)
with f (r)0 and f (r)  1 as r  , and ask when these functions are
stationary with respect to the GinzburgLandau free energy functional.
Here d # Z"[0] is the vortex number and measures the quantized magnetic
flux through the vortex (see Lemma 1.5 of [1]). It is conventional wisdom
that stable vortices exist only when the flux d=\1 and when }>1- 2.
This result has been announced by Gustafson [4], and an analogous result
for a simplified model (see (1.2) below) has been proven by Ovchinnikov
and Sigal [7].
The questions of existence, regularity, and asymptotic behavior (both at
zero and infinity) were first treated by Plohr [8, 9] and then revisited by
Berger and Chen [1] (who also consider the limit }  ). In particular,
they find solutions of the reduced GinzburgLandau equations,
{
& f "&
1
r
f $+
(d&S)2
r2
f=}2(1& f 2) f,
&S"+
1
r
S$=(d&S) f 2,
(GL)d, }
with f (r)0, f (r), S(r)  0 as r  0, and f (r)  1, S(r)  d as r  , for
any d # Z"[0], }>0. These solutions are obtained as the global minimizers
of a reduced GinzburgLandau energy functional in an appropriate class of
radially symmetric functions. However, the question of the uniqueness of
solutions of the form (1.1) was not addressed in these papers.
We call a solution ( f, S) of the GinzburgLandau equations (GL)d, }
admissible if f0 for all r0, S(0)=0, and if the GinzburgLandau free
energy is finite. We prove the following result:
Theorem 1.1. Assume d # Z"[0] and } # R with }22d 2. Then there
exists a unique admissible solution to the GinzburgLandau equations (GL)d, } .
We note that the restriction on } arises as part of our method of proof,
but we conjecture that symmetric vortex solutions should be unique for all
values of }.
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The idea behind the proof is the following: First we prove that when
}22d 2 any admissible solution of (GL)d, } is a non-degenerate relative
minimizer of the reduced GinzburgLandau energy in an appropriately
chosen Hilbert manifold. (See Sections 2 and 3.) Then we proceed by a
contradiction argument. If there were two (or more) relative minimizers,
then there should also be a solution which is not a local minimizer,
obtained via the Mountain Pass Theorem. The main technical difficulty is
to deal with the constraint that f (r)0. In particular, we are not able to
eliminate the possibility that there exist finite energy solutions of (GL)d, }
which change sign, and we cannot prove (and do not expect) that chang-
ing-sign solutions must be non-degenerate relative minimizers. Hence we
impose the constraint f0 explicitly in the minmax arguments, using the
LjusternikSchnirelman theory on convex sets developed by Struwe [12].
This minmax argument is presented in Section 4. As is typical for min
max methods, we must also verify that the appropriate PalaisSmale condi-
tion holds: This is the content of Section 5.
Finally, we remark that many more rigorous results are known for the
simpler GinzburgLandau free energy without magnetic potential,
| _ |{|2+}
2
2
(1&||2)2& dx.
For this model, symmetric vortices of the form = f (r) eid% satisfy the
single equation,
& f "&
1
r
f $+
d 2
r2
f=}2(1& f 2) f, (1.2)
subject to the conditions f0, f (0)=0, f (r)  1 as r  . Uniqueness for
(1.2) has been proven by Chen et al. [2] using a shooting method. The
stability of solutions of (1.2) with vortex number d=\1 and the instability
for |d |>1 have been proven by Ovchinnikov and Sigal [7]. For related
results concerning the uniqueness and stability of solutions to (1.2), see
Lieb and Loss [5], Mironescu [6], and Shafrir [10].
2. ADMISSIBLE SOLUTIONS AND FREE ENERGY
Here, and in the rest of the paper, we fix values d # Z"[0] and } # R in
(GL)d, } . Note that without loss of generality we may take d>0, since the
free energy and the corresponding EulerLagrange equations are invariant
under the transformation (, A)  ( , &A).
In this section we define a function space which will contain all admissible
solutions of the reduced GinzburgLandau system and for which the free
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energy will be a smooth functional. First we fix some notation: we denote
by L pr , H
1
r the Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces (respectively) of radially
symmetric functions in R2; that is,
L pr ={u(r) : |

0
|u(r)| p r dr<= ,
H 1r ={u(r) : |

0
[u$(r))2+(u(r))2] r dr<= ,
and analogously for Lr . We also denote  u(r) r dr=

0 u(r) r dr.
Define the Hilbert space
X={u # H 1r : | u
2
r2
r dr<= ,
with norm
&u&X=| _(u$(r))2+u2+u
2
r2& r dr.
The following density and imbedding properties will be essential in estimat-
ing the free energy:
Lemma 2.1. (i) X is compactly embedded in L pr for each p # (2, ).
(ii) X is compactly embedded in L2r, loc .
(iii) For every u # X,
&u&2| _(u$)2+u
2
r2& r dr.
In particular, X embeds continuously into Lr .
(iv) C 0 ((0, )) is dense in X.
Note that Strauss [11] proved the relative compactness in L pr ([r>1]),
p>2, of bounded sequences of radial functions in H1(RN) in dimensions
N3. In the Appendix we provide a complete proof of Lemma 2.1 in
dimension N=2 for the reader’s convenience.
We now review some basic properties of symmetric vortex solutions in
order to connect the free energy to the space X. First, we define
E( f, S)=
1
2 | {( f $)2+\
S$
r +
2
+
(d&S)2
r2
f 2+
}2
2
(1& f 2)2= r dr.
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If ( f, S) are smooth functions with E( f, S)<, then = f (r) eid% and
A=(S(r)r2)(&y, x) have F(, A)=2?E( f, S), and critical points ( f, S)
of E correspond to critical points of F. (See [8, 1].)
As mentioned in the Introduction, we define a natural class of solutions
to the reduced GinsburgLandau system (GL)d, } :
Definition 2.2. We call ( f
*
, S
*
) and admissible solution to (GL)d, } if:
(i) (GL)d, } holds for all r # (0, );
(ii) E( f
*
, S
*
)<;
(iii) f
*
(r)0 for all r0;
(iv) S
*
(0)=0.
Note that (iii) is necessary to recover (, A) from ( f, S) since f =||0.
Also, observe that if ( f
*
, S
*
) solves (GL)d, } with E( f* , S*)<, then so
does (& f
*
, S
*
), and hence (iii) is also necessary for uniqueness. Condition
(iv) is also needed to fix a unique solution. Indeed, if ( fd , Sd) is an
admissible solution to (GL)d, } for some fixed d # Z, then ( fd , Sd+z), z # Z,
is a finite energy solution with vortex number (d+z). Condition (iv) will
also be required in order to prove that the magnetic potential is smooth at
zero. Indeed, the mapping S  S+z, z # Z effects a singular gauge transfor-
mation,
A  A+
z
r2
(&y, x),   e iz%,
and hence the solutions eliminated by condition (iv) are not regular solu-
tions to the full GinzburgLandau equations.
We present some properties of admissible solutions. These have been
proven for global minimizers of E in [8, 1], but we require that they hold
for all admissible solutions. Nevertheless, many of the proofs of [8, 1]
carry over to the more general case.
Proposition 2.3. Let ( f
*
, S
*
) be any admissible solution of (GL)d, } .
Then:
(i) 0< f
*
(r)<1, 0<S
*
(r)<d for all r # (0, ).
(ii) f
*
(r)  1, S
*
(r)  d as r  . Moreover, there exist constants _,
C0>0 such that
0<1& f
*
(r)C0e&_r, 0<d&S*(r)C0e
&_r,
for all r>0.
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(iii) f
*
(r)trd, S
*
(r)tr2 for rt0.
(iv) S$
*
(r)>0 for all r>0.
Proof. By (ii), (iii) of Definition 2.2 and the fact that (1& f 2
*
)2
(1& f
*
)2 for f
*
0, we obtain (1& f
*
) # H 1r , which implies that f*(r)  1
as r  . Now f
*
(r)<1 follows from the Maximum Principle (see
Proposition 3.2 of [1], for example.) By hypothesis, f
*
(r)0, so by the
uniqueness of solutions of ordinary differential equations, we must have
f
*
(r)>0 for r>0.
To prove that S
*
(r)<d for r>0, first choose r0>0 so that f*(r)
1
2 for
rr0 . Then,
>E( f
*
, S
*
)>
1
2 |
(d&S
*
)2
r2
f 2
*
r dr

1
8 |

r0
(d&S
*
)2
dr
r
.
In particular, there exists a sequence rn   on such that S*(rn)  d.
Now suppose that S
*
(r )>d for some r >0. Choose n with r <rn and
S
*
(rn)<S*(r ). Then, S*(r) attains an interior maximum in the interval
(0, rn), which is forbidden by the Maximum Principle. If S*(r )=d, then
again r is a local maximum, and by uniqueness of solutions of ordinary
differential equations we must have S
*
#d, which is impossible since
S
*
(0)=0 by hypothesis. We conclude that S
*
<d.
By applying the Maximum Principle once again, we see that S
*
has no
local minima in (0, ). Hence, S
*
(r)>0 for r>0 and S
*
(r) is non-decreasing.
Since S
*
(r)<d, monotone, and S
*
(rn)  d, we obtain S*(r)  d as r  .
Furthermore, S$
*
0, and for r2>r1>0 we integrate the equation for S*
to obtain:
S$
*
(r2)
r2
&
S$
*
(r1)
r1
=|
r2
r1 \
S$
*
(r)
r +
$
dr
=&|
r2
r1
(d&S
*
)
r
f 2
*
dr<0.
Hence, S$
*
(r)r is non-negative and strictly decreasing, which implies
S$
*
(r)>0.
It remains to verify the asymptotic relations in (ii), (iii). But, the
behavior at zero given in (iii) is already proven in [8], and the exponential
decay follows from Proposition 7.4 in Jaffe 6 Taubes [3]. This concludes
the proof of Proposition 2.3. K
We now connect admissible solutions to our space X.
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Proposition 2.4. Let ( f0 , S0), ( f1 , S1) be admissible solutions to (GL)d, % .
Then ( f1& f0) # X and [(S1&S0)r] # X.
Proof. By (ii) of Proposition 2.3, (1& fi) and (d&Si), i=1, 2, decay
exponentially, so
( f1& f0)22( f1&1)2+2(1& f0)22C 20 e
&2_r,
and the case is similar for (S1&S0)2. Hence ( f1& f0) # L2r and (S1&S0)r #
L2r ([1, )). On the other hand, by (iii) of Proposition 2.3 we have
( f1& f0)2cr2d, (S1&S0)2cr4
for r # [0, 1], so
|
1
0 _( f1& f0)2+\
S1&S0
r +
2
& drr <.
By finiteness of energy,
>2 | (( f $0)2+( f $1)2) r dr| ( f $0& f $1)2 r dr,
and we conclude that u= f0& f1 # X.
Using finiteness of energy again,
>2 | _\S$0r +
2
+\S$1r +
2
& r dr| \S$0&S$1r +
2
r dr.
Now set v=(S0&S1)r. Then,
\S$0&S$1r +
2
=_(rv)$r &
2
=(v$)2+
v2
r2
+
2
r
v$v.
Note that
|
2
r
v$vr dr=|
d
dr
(v2) dr=0,
since the endpoint terms vanish using statements (ii) and (iii) of Proposi-
tion 2.3. Hence,
| _(v$)2+v
2
r2& r dr<,
and we have v # X also. K
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Fix any admissible solution ( f0 , S0), whose existence is guaranteed by
[8, 1]. Define the affine space
Y=[( f, S) : f= f0+u, S=S0+rv, u, v # X].
By the previous proposition, Y contains all admissible solutions to (GL)d, } .
Moreover, the definition of Y does not depend on the choice of base solution
( f0 , S0). Indeed, if ( f1 , S1) is any other admissible solution, then by
Proposition 2.4 we have
Y1 :=[( f, S) : f= f1+u, S=S1+rv, u, v # X]=Y.
If we write fi= f0+u i , Si=S0+rv i with u i , v i # X, i=1, 2, then we may define
the distance between ( f1 , S1) and ( f2 , S2) as the norm of the difference,
&( f1 , S1)&( f2 , S2)&Y=- &u1&u2&2X+&v1&v2&2X .
We will take advantage of the identification of YtX_X to choose the
representation which suits our purposes.
Now we may relate our affine space Y to the free energy E. For any fixed
( f
*
, S
*
) # Y, an element ( f, S) # Y may be represented as ( f, S) =
( f
*
+u, S
*
+rv) with u, v # X. We may then expand the free energy around
( f
*
, S
*
) in terms of powers of u, v,
E( f, S)=E( f
*
, S
*
)+E$( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v]
+12E"( f*, S*)[u, v]+R( f* , S*, u, v), (2.1)
where we define
E$( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v] :=| {f $*u$+S$*r2 (rv)$+
(d+S
*
)2
r2
f
*
u
&
(d&S
*
)
r
f 2
*
v&}2(1& f 2
*
) f
*
u= r dr, (2.2)
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v] :=| {(u$)2+(v$)2+v
2
r2
+
(d&S
*
)2
r2
u2
&4
(d&S
*
)
r
f
*
uv+ f 2
*
v2+}2(3f 2
*
&1) u2= r dr,
(2.3)
R( f
*
, S
*
, u, v) :=| {}
2
4
u4+}2f
*
u3+
1
2
u2v2
+ f
*
uv2&
(d&S
*
)
r
u2v= r dr. (2.4)
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Note that the notation E$, E" is appropriate, since
E$( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v]=
d
dt } t=0 E( f*+tu, S*+trv), (2.5)
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v]=
d 2
dt2 } t=0 E( f*+tu, S*+trv). (2.6)
Indeed, (2.5) follows from direct calculation, while (2.6) requires the
observation
| _(rv)$r &
2
r dr=| _(v$)2+v
2
r2& r dr, (2.7)
valid for all v # X. In particular, Proposition 2.4 immediately implies:
Lemma 2.5. ( f
*
, S
*
) is an admissible solution to (GL)d, } if and only if
f
*
0, ( f
*
, S
*
) # Y, and E$( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v]=0 for all u, v # X.
Indeed, by Proposition 2.4 and (2.5) it is clear that any admissible solu-
tion ( f
*
, S
*
) # Y and defines a critical point for E. On the other hand,
a critical point for E in Y is a weak solution to (GL)d, } , and standard
regularity theory ensures that weak solutions to (GL)d, } in Y are classical
solutions to the ODEs. The requirement that S
*
(0)=0 follows from the
fact that S
*
=S0+rv, v # X, and S0(0)=0=v(0).
Now we discuss some consequences of the expansion (2.1). Since each
term is finite for any u, v # X, we see that E is well-defined as a functional
on Y. Indeed, the expansion coincides with the second order Taylor series
for the functional
{I* : X_X  R,I
*
(u, v)=E( f
*
+u, S
*
+rv).
(2.8)
Since each term in the expansion is continuous for (u, v) # X and for
( f
*
, S
*
) # Y, we have:
Lemma 2.6. For any ( f
*
, S
*
) # Y, I
*
defines a C2 functional on X_X.
In other words, E # C2(Y; R).
3. SECOND VARIATION OF ENERGY
In this section we prove the central result of the papernamely, that any
admissible solution of (GL)d, } is a non-degenerate relative minimizer of the
energy E, provided }22d 2.
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Theorem 3.1. Assume }22d 2. For any admissible solution ( f
*
, S
*
) of
(GL)d, } there exists a constant _*>0 such that
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v]_
*
(&u&2X+&v&
2
X),
for all u, v # X.
In particular, we conclude:
Corollary 3.2. Let }, f
*
, S
*
, _
*
be as in Theorem 3.1. Then there
exists \
*
>0 so that
E( f
*
+u, S
*
+rv)E( f
*
, S
*
)+
_
*
4
(&u&2X+&v&2X)
for all u, v # X with &u&2X+&v&2X<\2*.
The key step in proving Theorem 3.1 is the following lower bound:
Theorem 3.3. For any admissible solution ( f
*
, S
*
) of (GL)d, } and any
u, v # X,
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v]| {2(}2&2d 2) f 2*u2
+ f 2
* _\ uf
*
+$&
2
+v2f 2
*
+(v$)2= r dr. (3.1)
Proof of Theorem 3.3. First we prove this inequality for any (u, v) #
C0 ((0, )). In the spirit of Theorem 5.1 of [7] we calculate
E$( f
*
, S
*
)[u2 f
*
, 0]=0,
which yields the identity:
| { f $* \ u
2
f
*
+$+(d&S*)
2
r2
u2&}2(1& f 2
*
) u2= r dr=0.
Substituting this in formula (2.3) for E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v], we obtain
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v]=| {(u$)2+(v$)2+v
2
r2
&4
(d&S
*
)
r
f
*
uv
& f $
* \ u
2
f
*
+$+v2f 2*+2}2f 2*u2= r dr
=| {(u$)2& f $* \2uu$f
*
++u
2( f $
*
)2
f 2
*
+(v$)2+
v2
r2
&4
(d&S
*
)
r
f
*
uv+v2f 2
*
+2}2f 2
*
u2= r dr
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=| { f 2* \\ uf
*
+$+
2
+(v$)2+v2f 2
*
+\vr&2(d&S*) f*u+
2
+2(}2&2(d&S
*
)2) f 2
*
u2= r dr
| {2(}2&2d 2) f 2*u2+ f 2* _\ uf
*
+$&
2
+v2f 2
*
+(v$)2= r dr.
To obtain the result for any (u, v) # X_X, let (un , vn) be a sequence of
C0 functions converging to (u, v) in X_X. By continuity of E"( f*, S*),
the limit passes in the second variation of E. For the right hand side of the
inequality, the limit passes directly in the first, third and fourth terms since
f
*
and S
*
are uniformly bounded. For the second term,
| f 2* \\ uf
*
+$+
2
r dr=| {(u$)2&2 f $*f
*
uu$+\ f $*f
*
+
2
u2= r dr,
we note that
\ f $*f
*
+
2
c \1+ 1r2+
since f
*
trd for rt0. Hence each term is controlled by the X-norm and
can be passed to the limit. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Define
_
*
=inf[E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u, v] : u, v # X, &u&2X+&v&
2
X=1].
We must show that _
*
>0.
By Theorem 3.3, _
*
0. To obtain a contradiction, assume instead that
_
*
=0. We claim that in this case the infimum is attained at some non-
trivial (u
*
, v
*
) # X_X, with E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u
*
, v
*
]=_
*
=0. But this contra-
dicts Theorem 3.3, and hence _
*
>0.
It remains only to show that the infimum of zero is attained. Take any
minimizing sequence: (un , vn) # X_X with &un&2X+&vn &
2
X=1 and
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[un , vn]  _*=0.
By the Sobolev embedding for X, there exists a subsequence (still denoted
by un , vn) and u*, v* # X so that un  u* , vn  v*, weakly in H
1
r and X,
but converging in the norm in L pr for 2<p<, and strongly in L
2
r, loc .
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First, we claim that (u
*
, v
*
){(0, 0). Indeed, if both u
*
, v
*
vanish
identically then:
| \(u$n)2+\d&S*r +
2
u2n+2}
2u2n+(v$n)
2+
v2n
r2
+v2n+ r dr
=E"( f
*
, S
*
)[un , vn]+| \(1& f 2*)[v2n+3}2u2n]
+4(d&S
*
) \ f*r + unvn+ r dr  0,
where we have used the strong L2r, loc convergence together with the fact the
terms (1& f 2
*
) and (d&S
*
) f
*
r are bounded and decay to zero as r  .
Note that this calculation implies that (un , vn)  (0, 0) in the norm on
X_X, which contradicts the fact that &un&2X+&vn&
2
X=1. Thus the claim
holds, and (u
*
, v
*
){(0, 0).
Next, we use lower semicontinuity in the norm and L2r, loc convergence to
pass to the limit,
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u
*
, v
*
]lim inf
n  
E"( f
*
, S
*
)[un , vn]=0. (3.2)
If }22d 2, then this contradicts Theorem 3.3, since E"( f
*
, S
*
)[u
*
, v
*
]
>0. (Note that u
*
f
*
since u
*
# X but f
*
 X.) We conclude that _
*
>0,
as desired. K
Proof of Corollary 3.2. By the expansion (2.1) of the free energy, for
the critical point ( f
*
, S
*
) we have
E( f
*
+u, S
*
+rv)=E( f
*
, S
*
)+ 12E"( f* , S*)[u, v]+R( f* , S* , u, v).
(3.3)
Using the explicit form (2.4) of the remainder term R and the embedding
of X into Lr , there exists \*>0 such that
|R( f
*
, S
*
, u, v)|
_
*
4
(&u&2X+&v&
2
X), (3.4)
for all u, v # X with &u&2X+&v&2X<\2*. The desired lower bound follows
immediately from (3.3) and (3.4). K
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4. THE CONTRADICTION ARGUMENT
Here is a sketch of our argument: suppose that there were two
admissible solutions, ( f0 , S0) and ( f1 , S1). By Corollary 3.2 these are non-
degenerate relative minima of the energy E, and hence we expect there to
be a third solution of (GL)d, } , obtained as a MountainPass between the
two minima. But, conventional wisdom dictates that solutions obtained by
the MountainPass Theorem are not relative minimizers of energy, (see for
example Theorem 9.3 of [12],) thus contradicting Corollary 3.2.
Note that there is a major problem with the argument stated above:
Corollary 3.2 only applies to admissible solutions of (GL)d, } . In particular,
the proof uses the property f (r)>0 \r>0 in an essential way. Since we
cannot eliminate the possibility of finite energy, changing-sign solutions to
(GL)d, } and we do not expect such solutions (if they exist) to be relative
minimizers of the energy, we must restrict the topological argument to
functions satisfying the constraint f0. To do this we use Ljusternik
Schnirelman Theory in convex sets as derived by Struwe [12].
Define the closed convex sets
M=[( f, S) # Y : 0 f (r)1 for all r0] (4.1)
M0=[(u, v) # X_X : &f0(r)u(r)1& f0(r) for all r0]. (4.2)
(In other words, ( f, S)=( f0+u, S0+rv) # M if and only if (u, v) # M0 .)
Note that (from Proposition 2.4) any admissible solution lies inside M.
As in (2.8) we define the functional I by
I(u, v)=E( f0+u, S0+rv), u, v # X, (4.3)
which by Lemma 2.6 is of the class C2(X_X; R). We also define the
quantity,
g(u, v)=sup [I$(u, v)[u&u~ , v&v~ ] : (u~ , v~ ) # M0 , &u&u~ &2X+&v&v~ &2X<1]
=sup [E$( f, S) _f &f , S&Sr & : f= f0+u, S=S0+rv,
( f , S ) # M, &( f, S)&( f , S )&Y<1]. (4.4)
We say that ( f, S) is a critical point for E in M (or, equivalently, (u, v) is
a critical point for I in M0) if f =f0+u, S=S0+rv, and g(u, v)=0. Since
Lemma 2.5 implies that any admissible solution ( f, S) is a critical point for
E in Y, writing f =f0+u, S=S0+rv we clearly have g(u, v)=0. However,
we must verify that critical points for E in M always give solutions of
(GL)d, } :
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Lemma 4.1. Assume that (u, v) # M0 with g(u, v)=0. Then ( f, S)=
( f0+u, S0+rv) is an admissible solution of (GL)d, } .
Proof. Let .,  # C 0 ((0, )) and =<0. Set ( f , S )=( f, S+r) # M.
Then,
D2 E( f, S)[] :=E$( f, S)[0, ]&&X g(u, v)=0.
The same applies for &, so
D2 E( f, S)[]=0 for any  # C 0 ((0, )). (4.5)
To show that the first equation of (GL)d, } holds, we follow Theorem
I.2.4 of [12]. Let
.= ( f +=.)&0, .==( f +=.&1)+0,
and define w= to be the truncation of f +=.,
w= f+=.+.=&.=. (4.6)
(Note that w= max[0, min[ f +=., 1]].) Then (w= , S) # M, so we have
D1 E( f, S)[ f &w=] :=E$( f, S)[ f &w= , 0]& f&w=&X g(u, v)=0,
for all =>0. Using (4.6) we obtain:
D1 E( f, S)[.]
1
=
(D1 E( f, S)[.=]&D1E( f, S)[.=]). (4.7)
Let
0= [r : f+=.0< f ], 0==[r : f+=.1> f ].
Since 0 f1 for r>0 and . # C 0 ((0, )), we have meas(0=), meas(0
=)
 0 as =  0+.
Now we take each term in (4.7) separately. First,
D1 E( f, S)[.=]
D1E( f, S)[.=]&| \d&Sr +
2
.= r dr
=|
0 = _( f &1)$ (.=)$+\
d&S
r +
2
( f &1) .=&}2(1& f 2) f.=& r dr
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=|
0= _( f &1)$ ( f &1+=.)$+\
d&S
r +
2
( f &1)( f &1+=.)
&}2(1& f 2) f ( f &1+=.)] r dr
= |
0= _f $.$+\
d&S
r +
2
( f &1) .&}2(1& f 2) f.& r dr
=o(=),
since f, . are fixed functions, . is supported away from r=0, and meas
(0=)  0. We estimate the other term similarly,
D1E( f, S)[.=]=|
0= _f $.$=+\
d&S
r +
2
f.=&}2(1& f 2) f.=& r dr
=|
0= _f $(& f $&=.$)+\
d&S
r +
2
f (& f&=.)
+}2(1& f 2) f ( f +=.)] r dr
&= |
0= _f $.$+\
d&S
r +
2
f.& r dr
=o(E),
since f +=.0 in 0= .
Taken together with (4.7), the above inequalities yield:
D1 E( f, S)[.]
1
=
o(=)  0.
Since we might just as well have considered &. in the above calculation,
we in fact obtain D1E( f, S)[.]=0 for all . # C 0 ((0, )). Combining this
with (4.5) we conclude that E$( f, S)[., ]=0 for all .,  # C 0 ((0, )).
By density this extends to .,  # X, so ( f, S) # M is a critical point for E in
Y. Hence, by Lemma 2.5 ( f, S) is an admissible solution to (GL)d, } . K
Now that we have verified that critical points in M indeed give solutions
to (GL)d, } , we proceed to the version of the Mountain Pass Theorem
which we will need for our purposes. As is usual for min-max methods, we
will require a PalaisSmale type compactness condition in order to find
critical points. This form of the condition was introduced in Struwe [12]:
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Proposition 4.2. I satisfies the following condition (the PalaisSmale
condition on M0):
{Any sequence (un , vn) in M0 such that I(un , vn)is uniformly bounded while g(un , vn)  0 is relatively compact. (4.8)
The proof of the above proposition being somewhat long and technical,
we defer it to the next section.
Remark 4.3. In fact, the classical PalaisSmale condition also holds for
I in the whole Hilbert space X_X. We sketch the necessary changes in the
proof of Proposition 4.2 in Remark 5.1.
As in the unconstrained case, the fact that I satisfies the PalaisSmale
condition (4.8) leads to a Deformation Lemma, and allows min-max
methods to be extended to the case of critical points on a convex constraint
set. (See Section II.11 of [12] for details.) In particular, we have the follow-
ing refinement of the MountainPass Theorem (Theorem II.11.8 of [12]):
Theorem 4.4. Suppose M0 is a closed, convex subset of a Banach space
V, and I # C1(V) satisfies (4.8) and admits two distinct relative minima
(u0 , v0) and (u1 , v1) in M0 . Let
;= inf
p # 1
sup
t # [0, 1]
I( p(t)),
1=[ p # C([0, 1], M0) : p(0)=(u0 , v0), p(1)=(u1 , v1)].
Then ; is a critical value of I in M0 . Moreover, either:
(i) I(u0 , v0)=I(u1 , v1)=; and (u0 , v0), (u1 , v1) can be connected in
any neighborhood of the set of relative minima of I in M0 with I(u, v)=;;
or
(ii) there exists a critical point (u
*
, v
*
) of I in M0 which is not a
relative minimizer of I.
Now we may obtain the desired contradiction, and finish the proof of
Theorem 1.1. Suppose ( f0 , S0), ( f1 , S1) are distinct admissible solutions of
(GL)d, } . Let u0=0=v0 , u1= f1& f0 , v1=(S1&S0)r. Then Lemma 2.5
implies that (u0 , v0), (u1 , v1) are critical points of I in M0 . Furthermore,
Corollary 3.2 shows that they are relative minima of I, so Theorem 4.4
applies to I. However, neither of the conclusions (i), (ii) can possibly hold
for I. Indeed, by Corollary 3.2 there exists a real number $>0 and a ball
B centered at (u0 , v0)=(0, 0), with the property that (u1 , v1)  B and
I(u, v)=E( f, S)E( f0 , S0)+$=I(u0 , v0)+$, for all (u, v) # B.
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In particular, every path p # 1 must cross B, so we have ;I(u0 , v0)+$
>I(u0 , v0), which eliminates (i). On the other hand, (ii) can never hold,
since Corollary 3.2 guarantees that all critical points of I in M0 are relative
minima. In conclusion, there can exist at most one critical point of I
in M0 , in other words (GL)d, } admits a unique admissible solution. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. K
5. THE PALAISSMALE CONDITION
It remains to verify the PalaisSmale condition (Proposition 4.2.) To this
end, suppose (un , vn) # M0 (defined in (4.2)), with I(un , vn)C for a con-
stant C>0, uniformly in n, and g(un , vn)  0 (with g as defined in (4.4)).
We need to show that there exists a subsequence which converges in norm.
As usual, we accomplish this in two steps: first we show that the sequence
is uniformly bounded, then we pass to the limit by using compactness
properties of I$.
As in previous sections, we fix an admissible solution of (GL)d, } ( f0 , S0)
and write fn= f0+un , S0=Sn+rvn , with un , vn # X, and recall that
I(un , vn)=E( f0+un , S0+rvn), and hence our hypothesis is that E( fn , Sn)
C is uniformly bounded. We mix these notations freely, using the repre-
sentation which best suits our purposes at any given moment.
Since E is a sum of positive terms, the condition E( fn , Sn)C implies
that each term is individually uniformly bounded in n. We take each
separately: first,
C| \S$nr +
2
r dr
=| _\S$0r +
2
+2
S$0
r2
(rvn)$+(v$n)2+
2
r
v$nvn+
v2n
r2& r dr.
Taking into account the fact that  v$nvn dr=0, we obtain:
| _(v$n)2+v
2
n
r2& r drc&2 |
S$0
r
(rvn)$
r
r dr
c+2 | \S$0r +
2
r dr+
1
2 | \
(rvn)$
r +
2
r dr
c+
1
2 | _(v$n)2+
v2n
r2& r dr. (5.1)
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(Here, and in the following, we denote generic constants by c. The actual
value represented by c may vary from line to line, but the value will play
no role in the estimates we present.) From (5.1) we obtain the bound,
| _(v$n)2+v
2
n
r2& r drc, (5.2)
which yields in addition,
&vn&c. (5.3)
Next, observe that for f0,
(1& f 2)2=(1+ f )2 (1& f )2(1& f )2. (5.4)
Hence, the reverse triangle inequality yields:
(&un&2&&1& f0&2)2&1& f0&un&22
| (1&( f0+un)2)2 r dr
=| (1& f 2n)2 r dr
2C
}2
.
In particular, un is uniformly bounded in L2r :
&un&2c.
Since
C| ( f $n)2 r dr=| [( f $0)2+2f $0 u$n+(u$n)2] r dr
and
}2 | f $0u$n r dr}2 | ( f $0)2 r dr+ 12 | (u$n)2 r dr,
un is uniformly bounded in H 1r ,
| [(u$n)2+u2n] r drc, (5.5)
and by the Sobolev embedding we conclude that &un&pc(=c( p)) for all
p # [2, ).
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One term from the energy remains, with integrand:
\d&Snr +
2
f 2n=\d&S0r +
2
f 20+2 \d&S0r +
2
f0un&2
d&S0
r
f 20vn
+\d&S0r +
2
u2n&4
d&S0
r
f0unvn+ f 20 v
2
n
&2
d&S0
r
u2n vn+2 f0 un v
2
n+u
2
nv
2
n .
We bound the ‘‘bad’’ terms using the elementary inequality 2ab
=a2+1=b2 :
}| 4 d&S0r f0unvn r dr}2 | \
d&S0
r +
2
f 20 r dr+2 | u2nv2n r dr
2C+2 &vn&2 &un&
2
2c;
}| 2 d&S0r u2nvn r dr}
1
8 | \
d&S0
r +
2
u2n r dr+8 | u2nv2n r dr

1
8 | \
d&S0
r +
2
u2n r dr+c;
}2 | f0unv2n r dr}14 | f 20v2n r dr+4 | u2nv2n r dr
1
4 | f
2
0v
2
n r dr+c;
}2 | \d&S0r +
2
f0un r dr}8 | \d&S0r +
2
f 20 r dr+
1
8 | \
d&S0
r +
2
u2n r dr
8C+
1
8 | \
d&S0
r +
2
u2n r dr;
}| 2 d&S0r f 20vn r dr}4| \
d&S0
r +
2
f 20 r dr
+
1
4 | f
2
0v
2
n r dr4C+
1
4 | f
2
0v
2
n r dr.
Now the above estimates together with ((d&S0)r)2 f 20 r drC imply
| \d&S0r +
2
u2n r dr+| f 20 v2n r drc. (5.6)
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In particular, we have
|
d 2
r2
u2n r dr=| _\d&S0r +
2
+\2dS0&S
2
0
r2 +& u2n r dr
c+c &un&22c,
where we have used (5.6) and the fact that S0 tr2 near r=0. Hence, we
obtain &un&Xc.
To finish the estimate on vn , note that there exists a constant b>0 so
that 0<1& f 20br
2+ 12 . Therefore, (5.2) and (5.6) imply:
| v2n r dr=| f 20 v2n r dr+| (1& f 20) v2n r dr
c+b |
v2n
r2
r dr+
1
2 | v
2
n r dr.
So vn is uniformly bounded in L2r , and by combining our previous
estimates we have &vn&Xc.
Since (un), (vn) are uniformly bounded in X we extract a subsequence of
each, un ( u* , vn ( v* weakly in X, strongly in L
p
r for p # (2, ) and
strongly in L2r, loc . In order to use the condition g(un , vn)  0 we must find
appropriate trial functions to substitute in (4.4). Let
t={2 & fn& fm&X ,1,
if & fn& fm &X 12 ,
if & fn& fm &X< 12 ,
so that 1tc. Now choose
f = fn+
1
t
( fm& fn).
Since M is convex ( f , Sn) # M, and
&( fn , Sn)&( f , Sn)&Y=& fn& f &X<1
by the choice of t. In a similar way, we may choose ( f , S )=( fn , Sn+
(1t$)(Sm&Sn)) # M, with t$ # [1, c].
We now apply our choices of ( f , S ) to the condition g(un , vn)  0. First,
D1 E( fn , Sn)[un&um]=D1E( fn , Sn)[ fn& fm]
=tE$( fn , Sn)[ fn& f , 0]
tg(un , vn)cg(un , vn)  0.
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Here, as in the previous section, we denote
D1 E( f, S)[u]=E$( f, S)[u, 0] and D2E( f, S)[v]=E$( f, S)[0, v].
Since we may reverse the roles of m, n, we also obtain
o(1)[D1E( fn , Sn)&D1E( fm , Sm)][un&um]
=| {(u$n&u$m)2+ 1r2 [(d&Sn)2 fn&(d&Sm)2 fm](un&um)
&}2[(1& f 2n) fn&(1& f
2
m) fm](un&um)= r dr, (5.7)
where we denote by o(1) quantities which tend to zero as n, m  . In a
similar way, we also have
o(1)[D2 E( fn , Sn)&D2 E( fm , Sm)][vn&vm]
=[D2 E( fn , Sn)&D2 E( fm , Sm)] _Sn&Smr &
=| { 1r2 (S$n&S$m)2&
1
r2
[(d&Sn) f 2n&(d&Sm) f
2
m](Sn&Sm)= r dr.
(5.8)
We take the terms individually: first, using (2.7) we have:
|
1
r2
(S$n&S$m)2 r dr=| _(v$n&v$m)2+ 1r2 (vn&vm)2& r dr.
Next,
| [(1& f 2n) fn&(1& f 2m) fm](un&um) r dr
=| (un&um)2 [1&3f 20&3f0[un+um]&u2n+unum+u2m]] r dr
=&2 | (un&um)2 r dr+3| (1& f 20)(un&um)2 r dr
&3 | f0[un+um][un&um]2 r dr&| [u2n+unum+u2m](un&um)2 r dr
=&| (un&um)2 r dr+o(1).
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Note that in estimating the integrals in the next-to-last line, we have used
L2r, loc convergence and the decay of (1& f
2
0) in the second integral, and the
fact that un is convergent in L pr for p>2 in bounding the remaining terms.
We now expand,
| {\d&Snr +
2
fn&\d&Smr +
2
fm= (un&um) r dr
=| {\d&S0r +
2
(un&um)2&2 \d&S0r + vn(un&um)2+v2n(un&um)2
+(v2n&v
2
m) fm(un&um)&2fm(un&um) \d&S0r + (vn&vm)= r dr
=|
d 2
r2
(un&um)2 r dr+o(1).
The residual terms in the above expansion may all be estimated using the
L2r boundedness of vnr, the L
p
r boundedness of un , the convergence
(un&um)  0 in L4, and Holder’s inequality. By the same reasoning,
| {\d&Snr2 + f 2n&\
d&Sm
r2 + f 2m= (Sn&Sm) r dr
=| {d&S0r ( f 2n& f 2m)(vn&vm)+(vm f 2m&vn f 2n)(vn&vm)= r dr
=| {& f 2m(vn&vm)2+( f 2n& f 2m) \d&S0r &vn + (vn&vm)= r dr
=| {& f 20(vn&vm)2&[2 f0um+u2m](vn&vm)2
+[um+un[(un&um) \d&S0r + (vn&vm)
&[um+un](un&um) vn(vn&vm)= r dr
=&| f 20(vn&vm)2 r dr+o(1)=&| (vn&vm)2 r dr+o(1).
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Substituting this results of the above estimates into (5.7) and (5.8), we
arrive at:
o(1)=| {(u$n&u$m)2+2}2(un&um)2+d
2
r2
(un&um)2= r dr+o(1),
o(1)=| {(v$n&v$m)2+(vn&vm)2+ 1r2 (vn&vm)2= r dr+o(1),
and conclude that un  u*, vn  v* in norm in X. K
Remark 5.1. As mentioned in Remark 4.3, I satisfies the classical
PalaisSmale condition in X_X. To see this, it suffices to show that
I(un , vn)C0 implies the estimate &un&H r1C1 , as the remainder of the
proof carries through without regard to the constraint fn= f0+un0.
First, we show that there exists r0 independent of n so that fn(r)0 for
all r>r0 . Indeed, if fn(r~ )=0, since fn(r)  1 as r   there must exist r^>r~
with fn( r^)=12. Then,
C0|
r^
r~
[(1& f 2n)
2+( f $n)2] r dr
|
r^
r~
|1& f 2n | | f $n | r dr
r~ |
r^
r~
(1& f 2n) f $n dr
=r~ ( fn( r^)& 13 f
3
n(r^))=
11
24 r~ .
Hence we obtain r~ r0 := 2411 C0 . Let A=[r : fn(r)<&2], and B=
[r : r<r0 and &2 fn(r)0]. On the set A we may bound (1& fn)2
(1& f 2n)
2 as in (5.4). On B we estimate
|
B
(1& fn)2 r dr|
r<r0
9r dr= 92 r
2
0 .
Hence we obtain the uniform bound for &1& fn&2 as desired.
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APPENDIX: PROPERTIES OF THE SPACE X
Here we prove Lemma 2.1 concerning the properties of our space X.
We begin with the density of C 0 ((0, )) in X, statement (iv). Fix a
function  # C([0, )) with (r)=1 if r1, (r)=0 if r2, and
0(r)1. Set :=sup |$|. For t>0 define ’t(r)=(rt).
Let u # X, =>0 be given. For 0<$<<1<<R define u$, R=’R(1&’$) u.
We first show that $, R may be chosen so that &u&u$, R&X<=2. Indeed,
| (u$&u$$, R)2 r dr|
$
0
|u$| 2 r dr+2 |
2$
$ _’2$(u$)2+
:2
$2
u2& r dr
+2 |
2R
R _(1&’R)2 (u$)2+
:2
R2
u2& r dr+|

2R
|u$|2 r dr
8:2 \|
2$
0 _(u$)2+
u2
r2& r dr+|

R _(u$)2+
u2
r2& r dr+
<
=
4
,
for $>0 sufficiently small and R>0 sufficiently large. By reducing $ and
increasing R (if necessary) we may also ensure that
| (u&u$, R)2 _1+ 1r2& r dr=\|
2$
0
+|

R + (u&u$, R)2 _1+
1
r2& r dr
<
=
4
,
and hence we have &u&u$, R&X<=2 as claimed.
Now, with $, R chosen as above, we treat u$, R as a function of one
variable, restricted to its support, [$, 2R]. Since u$, R # H 1loc(R, dr) (viewed
as a function of one variable) and vanishes at the endpoints of [$, 2R], we
have u$, R # H 10([$, 2R], dr). C

0 ([$, 2R]) is (by definition) dense in
H 10([$, 2R], dr), and hence there exists u= # C

0 ([$, 2R]) so that
=
2
>2R \1+ 1$2+ |
2R
$
[u$=&u$$, R)2+(u=&u$, R)2] dr
>|
2R
$ _(u$=&u$$, R)2+\1+
1
r2+ (u=&u$, R)2& r dr
=&u=&u$, R&2X .
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The conclusion of (iv) then follows from the previous estimates and the
triangle inequality.
Now we use (iv) to derive the other properties. First we note that X is
continuously embedded in H 1r , which is in turn continuously embedded in
L pr for p # [2, ), and compactly embedded in L
p
r, loc for all p # [2, ) (by
the usual Sobolev inequalities in R2.) This includes (ii).
To prove (iii), take u # C 0 ((0, )) and calculate
[u(r)]2=2 |
r
0
u$(r ) u(r ) dr
| _(u$)2+u
2
r2& r dr.
Then (iii) follows by (iv).
To prove (i) we again begin with u # C 0 ((0, )) and calculate
r[u(r)]2=|
r
0
2r u(r ) u$(r ) dr +|
r
0
u2 dr
| [(u$)2+u2] r dr+| u2 \r+1r+ dr
2 &u&2X . (6.1)
By density we conclude that
|u(r)|
2 &u&X
r12
, (6.2)
for every u # X. Note that v(r)=4cr12 # Lq([1, ), r dr) for all q>4, and
hence for every =>0 there exists rq>0 such that
|

rq
vq r dr<=. (6.3)
Now suppose that (un) is a sequence with &un &Xc. By the usual
embedding properties of H 1r , a subsequence (which we still denote by (un))
converges un ( u0 weakly in H 1r and L
p
r for all p # [2, ), strongly in
L pr, loc , and pointwise almost everywhere. Fix any q>4, and let ’rq be as in
the proof of (iv). Then we have strong convergence of the sequence ’rqun
in Lqr , by local compactness. On the other hand, the estimate (6.3) implies:
| |(1&’rq ) un&(1&’rq) u0 | q r dr|

rq
vq r dr<=,
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for all n. Together the two estimates imply convergence of un in Lqr for any
q>4. If 2<p4, we fix q>4 and obtain strong convergence by interpolation:
&un&u0&p&un&u0&:2 &un&u0&
;
q  0,
with :=(2(q& p)(q&2)), ;=(q( p&2)(q&2)). In conclusion, X embeds
compactly into L pr for all p # (2, ). K
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